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Abstrat. By analysing sequenes of ations performed by a user, one

an �nd frequent subsequenes that an be suggested as maro (sript)

de�nitions. However, often these `ations' have additional features. In

this paper we ombine an algorithm to detet frequent subsequenes

with an indutive logi programming system to automatially gener-

ate for eah frequent subsequene the most spei� `template' for these

additional features that is onsistent with the observed frequent sub-

sequenes. The resulting system is implemented and used in an appli-

ation where we automatially generate maros from logs of the use of a

Unix ommand shell.

Keywords: mahine learning, indutive logi programming, interfae

adaptation.

1 Introdution

When a user interats with a omputer, this an be seen as the user exeuting

a sequene of ations. By analysing these sequenes one an obtain useful in-

formation about the interation between user and omputer. An example of this

is lik-stream analysis in whih the sequene of visited webpages is analysed

to get an idea of the way a website is visited in order to improve the site. In

many situations the ations the user performs will also have additional features.

Ations an take parameters (suh as the �lename on whih the ation needs to

be performed), an return information (suh as a return ode) or an have other

properties (suh as a duration, ost, et.). In the rest of this paper we all all

these extra information the features of the ation. These features an be very im-

portant. Consider the lik-stream analysis example. When this analysis shows

that a ertain subsequene A -> B -> A -> C ours frequently one ould on-

lude that B is an important page beause it often happens that people on page

A espeially go to this page B even if they don't use any links on that page; they

go bak to A and then ontinue their web journey. However, if there would be a

log of the duration of eah visit and that feature would be used in the analysis,

the result ould be as follows: long visit to A -> very short visit to B



-> short visit to A -> long visit to C. Given suh an analysis, our �rst

onlusion is wrong. The user goes to page B, but sine he returns to A very

quikly, probably he didn't want to see page B at all. So instead of onluding

that the link from A to B is important we an onlude that the user doesn't

like this link at all; maybe the link desription is wrong?

In this paper we present a method to �nd frequent subsequenes in a se-

quene of ations together with their features or other related information. We

explain why we use of indutive logi programming for this task. Then we apply

this method in a system that analyses sequenes of ommands typed at a Unix

ommand shell. The result of this analysis is a set of maro de�nitions that are

ready for use. We onlude with some diretions for future work.

2 Finding Maximal Frequent Subsequenes

We �rst introdue the onepts of sequene, subsequene and maximal frequent

subsequenes as we will use them throughout the paper.

De�nition 1. Let s be a sequene of n elements: e
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of a subsequene in a sequene is the number of di�erent values for k suh that

the previous ondition holds.

For example the sequene 1 1 is a subsequene of the sequene 3 1 1 1 5 and the

frequeny is 2.

When we onsider sequenes of user ations, we are interested in subsequenes

with a high frequeny: improving the ease to exeute suh frequent subsequenes

of ations an improve the interation between the user and the omputer. Longer

subsequenes are preferred over shorter ones, and sine subsequenes of a fre-

quent subsequene are also frequent subsequenes, we are looking for maximal

subsequenes of a ertain frequeny.

De�nition 2. A sequene s

0

is a maximal subsequene of frequeny f of a se-

quene s if s

0

is a subsequene of the sequene s with a frequeny of at least f and

there is no sequene s
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The algorithm is an implementation of the minimal ourrenes approah

desribed in [6℄: to �nd these frequent maximal subsequenes, we �rst �nd all fre-

quent subsequenes of length 1, use these to alulate all frequent subsequenes

of length 2 et. As soon as a frequent subsequene an't be extended to a longer

frequent subsequene, it has beome maximal. It is important to notie that eah

sequene s of length n > 1 e
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length n� 1: e
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. We all this �rst subsequene

leftparent(s) and the seond rightparent(s). The left and right parent of a se-

quene of length one is the empty sequene. For eah sequene we also store the



positions in the input where this sequene starts. Given two parents, it's easy

to alulate the positions of the hild-sequene: all positions of the left-parent

that are one less than a position of the right parent is a position of the hild

sequene. Our algorithm is shown in �gure 1.

length = 1

let S(1) be the set of all frequent subsequenes of s of length 1

while S(length) 6= � do

S(length+1) = �

foreah t 2 S(length)

foreah u 2 S(length) suh that leftparent(u) = rightparent(t)

newsequene = e

t;1

e

t;2

:::e

t;length

e

u;length

if newsequene is frequent

add newsequene to S(length+1)

length = length + 1

Fig. 1. Calulating all frequent maximal subsets of s

We only have to read the input one to alulate S(1). Beause we store the

positions of eah frequent sequene, and we an alulate the positions of a new

sequene based on the positions of both parents, we an alulate all frequent

sequenes with just one pass through the input. To redue memory onsumption

we do not store the subsequenes s

0

but only their positions. This also redues

omputation time. The disadvantage is that after we omputed all subsequenes

we have to san the input a seond time to be able to output the ations of a

subsequene instead of their positions, but this usually requires less time than

the time saved by avoiding onstruting and storing the real subsequenes.

3 Finding Frequent Behaviour

We an apply the algorithm in �gure 1 to analyse visits to a website. The se-

quene onsists of the name of the �les that a user retrieved, and the result of

the analysis are all sequenes of pages that are often visited by that user.

When analysing the behaviour of users, espeially in the above example of

webvisits, one wants to ombine multiple sequenes: analysing all the visits of

one person, or all the visits of ertain groups of users. This an be done with a

very small modi�ation to the above algorithm and by appending all sequenes

one wants to analyse, in this way reating one ombined sequene. This intro-

dues `arti�ial subsequenes' at the border between two original sequenes. To

overome this problem we plae speial elements in the ombined sequene at

the border between two original sequenes: sequene s and t are ombined in a

sequene e

s;1

e

s;2

:::e

s;n

< speial > e

t;1

e

t;2

:::e

t;m

. We modify the algorithm so

that it never onsiders subsequenes that ontain the speial element.



Another problem when we use the above algorithm in analysing user beha-

viour is | as already mentioned in the introdution | that we often want to

take in aount more information than just the ation performed. For instane

we an try to analyse the webvisit data where we take into aount the page

visited, the duration of the visit and two booleans: did the user save the page

and did the user print the page.

index.html 15 false false

researh.html 124 false true

index.html 9 false false

researh/publiation.html 15 true false

Fig. 2. Example of extended sequene

One way to analyse the data would be to onsider all the information provided

about one visit to a page as one element in the sequene (so in the above ex-

ample the �rst element in the sequene is index.html 15 false false whih

is di�erent from the third element index.html 9 false false). This approah

however is not useful:

{ in most appliations an element onsisting of an ation and its features will

not reourre often. We will �nd almost no frequent subsequenes in suh a

sequene.

{ we are interested in subsequenes that use that extra information, but only

when it is relevant. For instane, if in the above example a frequent sub-

sequene of visited pages index.html -> researh.html is found, it may

be that in all ourrenes of the subsequene the researh.html page is vis-

ited for less than 10 seonds, but that the other features are random. We

then want a desription of this subsequene that mentions only the duration

of the visit to the researh page and the . The algorithm presented in the

previous setion provides sequenes that either mention all features or none.

{ sometimes relations between features are more important than the value

of the features themselfs. For instane when analysing ommands typed at

a shell, it is important to detet that two ommands have the same (but

unspei�ed) �lename as parameter. An approah where sequenes an only

ontain onstants an not express suh regularities.

We need to �nd an other way to inorporate the ation features. We do

this by using Warmr [3℄, an indutive logi programming (ILP) system [7℄. ILP

systems use (a subset of) �rst order logi for representing the input as well as

the learned rules, whih makes suh systems very exible. We will �rst briey

introdue the Warmr system and then illustrate how it is used in our system. In

this desription we expet the user to be familiar with prolog (see [1℄ for more

information on prolog).



Warmr is a system whih detets frequent patterns in relational data. It takes

as input a set of observations, bakground knowledge and a language bias and

searhes for all legal patterns that are frequent in the set of observations. Eah

observation is written as a olletion of prolog fats, the bakground knowledge

is written as a prolog program and ontains domain spei� information that

is valid for all observations. Bakground knowledge an be used to derive `new'

information based on the information available in the observation. The language

bias de�nes the set of legal patterns and puts onstraints on the variables that

an be used in these patterns.

A pattern is either a literal that is legal by the de�nition in the language

bias, or a legal onjuntion of suh literals. A pattern holds in an observation if

the pattern sueeds as a query in a prolog program onsisting of that observa-

tion and the omplete bakground knowledge. The frequeny (or support) for a

pattern is the perentage of observations in whih a pattern holds.

Fig. 3 shows how we use Warmr in our system. Eah ourrene of a fre-

quent maximal subsequene is transformed into an observation (whih ontains

information about the features of the ations). Warmr will reeive the set of all

observations of a ertain subsequene and searh for all frequent patterns. Some

of these patterns are redundant in the sense that they are part of an other fre-

quent pattern; suh patterns are �ltered out. This proess is repeated for eah

frequent maximal subsequene. All of these ations are automated exept for

writing the bakground knowledge (as mentioned earlier) and writing the lan-

guage bias. This language bias de�nes the patterns we are interested in, and is

appliation spei�. In a later stage, grammar indution [8℄ ould be useful to

automatially generate this language bias.

�nd all frequent maximal subsequenes in the sequene of all ations

foreah frequent maximal subsequene t do

foreah ourrene o of t in the input do

rewrite o as a Warmr observation

run Warmr on the set of all observations of t

�lter out redundant patterns

Fig. 3. Finding frequent behaviour

The next setion shows an example of the use of this system.

4 Automated Maro Constrution

Unix shells are still often used to interat with a Unix system. There have been

previous e�orts to analyse how users use this shell interfae. [4℄ uses statistial

tehniques to analyse shell usage. Most user modeling approahes use mahine

learning tehniques to learn a lassi�er that, given the history of previous typed



ommands, predits what the next ommand will be. [2℄ ompare di�erent ap-

proahes, [5℄ presents an approah whih an predit not only the next ommand,

but some of its features as well.

Our approah to help the shell user is di�erent. Instead of prediting the

next ommand, we want to provide the user with automatially generated sripts

(maros) that an replae sequenes of ations. We log how a user interats with

the shell, then searh for frequent sequenes of ations, use Warmr to �nd a

desription for the features of these ations and rewrite these results so that we

an present to the user a maro de�nition for the sequene of ations. It is up

to the user to deide whih of these maro desriptions to use. We hose this

approah beause previous work shows that

{ the user often uses short ommands [4℄. For those ommands, it is as little

e�ort to type the ommand as to selet or verify a predition.

{ long ommands are diÆult to predit orretly. Verifying and orreting the

predition an take as muh time as typing the ommand (or even more).

{ a speial shell is neessary to integrate the results of the predition, but users

often want to keep using the shell they are used to. Beause of the on-line

learning, this speial shell will also use more pu time than `normal' shells.

Our approah just o�ers the user a `new' ommand (maro), whih is a

sequene of existing ommands. The user has to verify these only one, and

from then on use them: the overhead of using these maros is minimal. Sine

one maro replaes a sequene of ommands, there is an e�ort gain, even by

replaing short ommands. Almost all Unix shells have some mehanism to store

a history of typed ommands and allow the user to de�ne new ommands (often

alled funtions, aliases or maros), so our approah an be integrated in nearly

every existing Unix shell. Moreover, the user an easily share some maros with

other users. Finally, this system an learn o�-line, even on other mahines than

the user is using, so there is only a minimal extra pu time neessary while the

user is using the system: looking for new frequent sequenes an be done when

the mahine is idle.

Let's illustrate this with an example. We have a history of shell use:

d tex

ls

vim um2000.tex

latex um2000.tex

xdvi -hush -keep um2000.dvi

...

First we reate a sequene s of the ommand names:

d ls vim latex xdvi ...

We alulate all maximal frequent subsequenes of s. For eah maximal frequent

subsequene a learning task for Warmr is reated. Suppose s

0

(vim latex xdvi)



is one suh subsequene. We extrat from the input all ourrenes of s

0

. These

ommands are parsed and written as prolog fats to be used as observations for

the Warmr system:

ommand(1,1,vim). ommand(1,2,latex).

attributestem(1,1,1,um2000). attributestem(1,2,1,um2000).

attributeext(1,1,1,tex). attributeext(1,2,1,tex).

ommand(1,3,xdvi). ommand(2,1,vim).

swith(1,3,1,hush). ...

swith(1,3,2,keep).

attributestem(1,3,1,um2000).

attributeext(1,3,1,dvi).

We use a simple representation: the �rst argument of eah fat is the index of

the ourrene, the seond argument is the position within the subsequene. A

ommand an have more than one attribute and swith, therefor these fats have

a third argument indiating their position within the ommand. Attributes are

split up in a stem and an extension.

We an provide bakground knowledge to this learning task. For example,

some users use the full name of some swithes, while most use only the sort one.

We an express in bakground knowledge for instane that the -all swith of

the ls ommand is the same as the -a swith:

swith(Ob,C,P,a) :- ommand(Ob,C,ls), swith(Ob,C,P,all).

Capital letters denote variables in prolog. The above rule an be read as follows:

\if a swith all ours at position P in the Cth ommand in the Obth ourrene

of the substring, and the assoiated ommand is ls, then pretend like the swith

a ourred at that position".

The language bias is onstruted automatially by a small program written

speially for this appliation. Given the language, the observations and bak-

ground knowledge, Warmr an searh for frequent patterns. We only aept

patterns that our at least in 50% of the observations. We show some of these

frequent patterns.

attributestem(Ob,1,1,Stem), attributestem(Ob,2,1,Stem).

attributeext(Ob,1,1,Ext), attributeext(Ob,2,1,Ext).

attributeext(Ob,1,1,tex), attributeext(Ob,2,1,tex).

As mentioned in the previous setion, we �lter out all frequent patterns

that are part of a longer frequent pattern. However, a rule an also be redund-

ant beause it reformulates with variables a rule that is already expressed with

onstants: e.g. if the rule vim $1.tex -> latex $1.tex is found, the rule vim

$1.$2 -> latex $1.$2 is redundant. Suh rules are �ltered out as well. If we

apply this �ltering to all frequent patterns, the result in our example is one

pattern:



attributestem(Ob,1,1,Stem), attributestem(Ob,2,1,Stem),

attributestem(Ob,3,1,Stem), attributeext(Ob,1,1,tex),

attributeext(Ob,2,1,tex), attributeext(Ob,3,1,dvi), swith(Ob,3,1,hush).

The resulting patterns from all frequent maximal subsequenes are sorted.

As a sorting riterion we use the produt of the length (in terms of ations) and

the support of the pattern: longer maros and more frequent usable maros will

probably the most interesting maros and will end in this way on top of the list.

The �nal step is transforming eah pattern into a maro de�nition. We per-

form some extra operations in this translation. If the pattern doesn't provide any

information about the attributes of a ertain ommand, we ompute the average

number of attributes for that ommand in the observations, and use that many

variables as attributes for that ommand. We show the resulting maro of our

example:

funtion giveyourownname() {

vim $1.tex

latex $1.tex

xdvi $1.dvi

}

The list of disovered maros is presented to the user to deide whih maros

to aept and to provide a name for the aepted maros.

We applied this to the Greenberg dataset [4℄. Greenberg olleted logs of 168

unix shell users: 52 omputer sientists, 36 experiened programmers, 55 novie

programmers and 25 non programmers. For eah of these users we onstrut all

maximal frequent subsequenes, where a sequene was onsidered frequent if it

ours in at least 1% of the ases, with a minimum of 3 ourrenes (beause some

logs are small). Within eah group of users, we ount the number of maximal

frequent subsequenes for eah length, and divide these by the total number of

logged ommands within this group. The results are plotted in �gure 4, with on

the x-axis the length of a sequene, and on the y-axis the number of ourenes

of suh sequenes, expressed as a perentage of the number of ommands. We

see that sequenes up till length 12 are found, although sequenes longer than

8 ommands are rare. Experiened programmers and omputer sientists do

not often perform idential sequenes of ommands. However, non programmers

seems to be the group who an bene�t most from this appliation, as they do

have long sequenes of ommands that they repeat often.

5 Disussion

In this paper we presented a tehnique to �nd maximal frequent subsequenes in

a given sequene of ations and their features. Given suh a frequent subsequene

of ations, we use indutive logi programming to �nd a general desription of

the features of these ations. The result is a pattern of frequent user behaviour.
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Fig. 4. Maro length in Greenberg dataset

We used this tehnique to build a system that analyses the ommands typed

at a Unix shell to automatially generate maro de�nitions for frequently used

sequenes of ommands. This approah an be applied in most existing shells

and requires nearly no overhead of the user while it an save the user time and

e�ort. Moreover, the user an edit and share these disovered patterns of frequent

behaviour with others.

We tested the system on the Greenberg dataset. It shows that long sequenes

of repetitive behaviour are found in real user data and this for di�erent types of

users.

The urrent implementation is only a prototype. The parsing of ommands

is very basi: pipes, multiple ommands on one line and I/O rediretion are not

yet supported. Also swithes whih have attributes on their own (suh as lpr

-Polor) are not yet proessed orretly. Bakground knowledge only ontains

a few rules like desribed in the previous setion. A oupling with the man pages

(on-line manual of nearly all Unix ommands) or a grammar indution system

would make the system signi�antly smarter. The onept of edit distane [9℄

an be useful, beause subsequenes that math exept for some ommands (like

ls) are muh more similar than subsequenes that math exept for another

ommand.

Besides this appliation there are other appliations where this tehnique

an be useful. As already suggested in this paper, analysing traes of visits to

a website where eah lik is annotated with extra information an help the

designer in understanding how users visit the site. The system an also be used

in analysing other user interfaes: a prototype of the user interfae is built and



testers try this interfae. All their annotated ations are logged and analysed.

If important long subsequenes of ations are found, the developer an onsider

redesigning the interfae in suh a way that these ations an be performed

either shorter or more easily. All appliations were sequential annotated data

is involved and were frequent subsequenes provide important knowledge are

potential appliation domains for this tehnique.
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